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Abstract. Deploying the appropriate digital environment for conducting cybersecurity 

exercises can be challenging and typically requires a lot of effort and system resources. 

Usually, for deploying vulnerable webservices and setting up labs for hands-on 

cybersecurity exercises to take place, more configuration is required along with 

technical expertise. Containerization techniques and solutions provide less overhead 

and can be used instead of virtualization techniques to revise the existing approaches. 

Furthermore, it is important to sandbox or replicate existing systems or services for the 

cybersecurity exercises to be realistic. To address such challenges, we conducted a 

performance evaluation of some of the existing deployment techniques to analyze their 

benefits and drawbacks. We tested techniques relevant to containerization or 

MicroVMs that include less overhead instead of the regular virtualization techniques to 

provide meaningful and comparable results from the deployment of scalable solutions, 

demonstrating their benefits and drawbacks. Finally, we presented a use case for 

deploying cybersecurity exercises that requires less effort and moderate system 

resources and an approach for monitoring the progress of the participants using a host-

based intrusion system. 
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1 Introduction 

Designing and deploying effective cybersecurity labs requires a combination of various 

technologies which usually include a lot of effort for the deployment of effective 

cybersecurity exercises.  For computer security students to benefit from hands-on 

experiences, a large variety of security tools must be used, making difficult and time-

consuming the task of properly designing and deploying the exercises [1, 2, 3]. Creating 

authentic computer security scenarios has been identified in the past as a very 

demanding and challenging task, requiring much effort from the instructor and the lab 

personnel. Virtualization technologies provide beneficial ways for hosting multiple 

machines within one single system, decreasing the required deployment effort and 

system resources, enhancing the instructor’s ability to deploy complex scenarios for 

education purposes [4]. Our purpose is to create a flexible and portable solution without 

requiring any existing deployed infrastructure and to deploy multiple systems for 
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conduct security testing that includes complex processes such as adversary emulations 

and incident response. Existing cybersecurity exercises are usually deployed using 

virtualization and restrict the learning processes without maintaining significant 

interactions between the deployed services (e.g. interactions between Intrusion 

detection systems, adversaries, and the usage of Elastic Search). Not only this but 

virtual machines include a lot of overhead and a high demand in system resources for 

deploying relevant services that are required by the exercises. On the other hand, 

containers have several advantages [5, 6, 7, 8]. The performance that containers have, 

comes with the cost of providing less isolation than virtual machines. Restrictions also 

apply in terms of compatibility for deploying kernelless operating systems using 

containerization. 

A main difficulty that persists is to match the security scenarios and the required 

infrastructure to specific knowledge areas and technical topics. In order to identify the 

knowledge areas that are relevant during the exercises, it is considered important to 

establish well-defined taxonomies that address the acquired knowledge and skills [9]. 

For example, Security Operations Center (SOC) teams are meant to offer high quality 

IT-security services using tools that actively detect potential threats and attacks and 

respond accordingly [10]. In such cases, not only the deployment effort is big, but for 

each participant it is best to have an individual cyberspace as the environment that 

includes the deployed systems and services. Therefore, scalability issues derive from 

the fact that it is required to replicate each cyberspace for each participant. Usually, the 

tools required for conducting such tasks are complex and their deployment is time-

consuming [11]. Finally, the learning outcomes of using hands-on practices need to 

follow curriculum guidelines or frameworks, which address the collaborative activities 

that are required in cybersecurity within the industry, government and academic 

organizations [2, 12, 13]. 

Modern technologies for deploying services or operating systems, include docker1 

containers, Linux Containers (LXC), MicroVMs2, RancherVM3 and other options for 

deploying and running Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) or docker containers 

inside a docker. Current operating systems and especially Linux distributions enhance 

the ability for portable and flexible deployments. Therefore, the existing exercises and 

tools can be easier deployed and managed accordingly. 

There are specific benefits and drawbacks from using the existing technologies for 

deploying systems and services. This research aspires to analyze the state-of-the-art 

approaches for deploying cyber security exercises, considering the portability, 

flexibility and capability of featuring easy-deployment and to reduce the total overhead 

reducing the requirement in system resources. Our intention is to deploy, evaluate and 

investigate the best practices for using such technologies to maintain cybersecurity 

exercises and hands-on labs, while requiring less deployment effort. Therefore, the 

main research questions that this work attempts to answer are reflected below: 

 
1 https://docker.com/ 
2 https://github.com/firecracker-microvm/firecracker/ 
3 https://github.com/rancher/vm/ 
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RQ1: What are the features, challenges and drawbacks that the different virtualization 

or containerization technologies include for designing and deploying cybersecurity 

exercises? 

RQ2: Which are the best practices for deploying complex cybersecurity exercises while 

maintaining the least overhead in terms of resources and having increased 

compatibility? 

RQ1 and RQ2 intend to evaluate the current deployment options using sandboxing 

for maintaining cybersecurity exercises and to discover the current possibilities of 

containerization and virtualization technologies. Towards this direction, we conducted 

an in-depth analysis and a performance evaluation of the most common technologies, 

while we also deployed example exercises accordingly for discovering the benefits and 

drawbacks for each approach. The research paper is organized as follows: In section 

the related work is provided, while in section 3 common virtualization technologies and 

containerization approaches are analyzed, presenting the capability for using a sandbox 

as the main learning environment. In section 4 the potential a solution of using a 

sandbox for maintaining complex Cyber Ranges is discussed, concluding with section 

5 by discussing future action points. 

2 Related Work 

The idea of using LXC or docker containers instead of virtual machines has been under 

research during the last years [14, 15]. For example, Irvine et al introduced a framework 

for parameterizing cybersecurity labs using containers [2]. The key benefits from using 

containers instead of virtual machines include the higher performance that containers 

score, which allows to deploy a high number of systems and services more easily, 

requiring less resources. For example, AlSalamah et al. [13], analyze how 

containerization techniques could open new possibilities, highlighting the difference 

between virtual machines and containers. They assess the benefits that containers 

provide regarding configuration, networking and performance, as well as their 

flexibility for deploying large number of services. Likewise, research has been 

conducted in terms of the design of architectures and toolsets for providing learning 

cyberspaces related to network security and for creating hands-on lab exercises [16]. In 

their research the significant benefits of using dockers instead of virtualization 

technologies are also highlighted. 

Significant work has been done in the past in providing security education hands-on 

labs including practical cybersecurity exercises. For example, SEED labs4 provided 

pre-built virtual machine images including about 30 exercises and featuring a wide 

range of cybersecurity topics [17]. Similarly, the ENISA’s Computer Security and 

Incident Response Team (CSIRT)5, since 2008, released and introduced training 

material that is constantly updated by new exercise scenarios containing toolsets and 

virtual images to support hands-on training sessions.  

 
4  https://seedsecuritylabs.org/ 
5  https://enisa.europa.eu/topics/trainings-for-cybersecurity-specialists/online-training-mate-

rial/ 
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Other similar approaches include reinforced learning approaches that include 

simulation and emulation processes derived from complex deployments. Such 

approaches include important elements that enterprise networks have such as 

workstations, firewalls and servers, among others for creating a high-fidelity training 

environment [18, 19, 20]. Instead, deployment options that include more complex 

infrastructures and network topologies are not very frequently found in CtF (Capture 

the Flag) exercises and are usually related to cyber ranges, where more complex 

topologies are presented [21, 22]. As a result, the deployment options for cybersecurity 

exercises are currently revised for using containerization technologies along with 

virtualization technologies to extend and provide more interactive cybersecurity 

learning environments. 

3 Virtualization Technologies and Sandboxing 

Virtualization technologies are frequently used for creating and deploying vulnerable 

virtual systems for testing purposes. Popular approaches include HackTheBox6, 

TryHackMe7 and the vulnerable images published on VulnHub8, an open repository 

providing hands-on lab cybersecurity exercises.  

 

Fig. 1. Dockerization of existing services and vulnerable systems 

Similarly, SEED labs and ENISA CSIRT introduced training material containing 

cybersecurity exercise scenarios in the form of Virtual Images to support hands-on 

training sessions. The benefits of using virtualization techniques are many, however, 

the total performance and size overhead could be difficult to manage. Therefore, 

specific cybersecurity scenarios can be revised to reduce the total overhead accordingly. 

For example, existing services are possible to be revised and deployed as docker 

 
6  https://hackthebox.eu/ 
7  https://tryhackme.com/ 
8  https://vulnhub.com/ 
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containers (Fig. 1). Even services provided from Linux distributions such as Kali 

Linux9 are possible to be deployed in a docker container for the participants to use 

instead of a virtual machine. Towards this direction, some of the existing cybersecurity 

exercises that include DVWA10 or Webgoat11 have been released as docker containers. 

The main idea of our approach is that docker containers can be used for deploying 

multiple service instances for the participants to have their own cyberspace 

environment to practice with.  

 

Fig. 2.  Webgoat instances running as different docker containers 

Despite their benefits, containers include a few security issues, mainly deriving from 

the fact that they share access to a single host, meaning that any potential malicious 

code could get full access and take over the host system. Such incidents of escalating 

the privileges from a docker container are not addressed in the content of this research 

paper.  

 

Fig. 3. Dockers and Ignite Firecracker 

On the other hand, containers are easier to manage than virtual machines making it 

possible to create a network topology that includes more software components to 

properly initiate the exercises, requiring less deployment and integration effort. Despite 

 
9  https://kali.org/ 
10  https://hub.docker.com/r/vulnerables/web-dvwa/ 
11  https://hub.docker.com/r/webgoat/webgoat-8.0/ 
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the security concerns, new containerization solutions are on the process of mitigating 

such threats. For example, Firecracker and more particularly Ignite Firecracker12, is an 

existing solution providing kernel isolation running Kernel-based Virtual Machine 

(KVM), while including less overhead. 

As shown in Fig. 3, docker containers are possible to be deployed as nested 

containers using a specific flag for running the docker image (--privileged).  Another 

option we investigate is the case where dockers inside a docker are deployed using the 

same or different docker daemon when required. Such options come with the risk of 

triggering inconsistencies on the processed data or creating unstable environments. 

Therefore, the solution of using Firecracker is more applicable providing strong 

isolation. Taking the above into consideration, it is important to conduct a performance 

evaluation and deploy test cases to understand and discover any potential security or 

performance issues. Using either the Dockers inside a Docker or MicroVMs with 

Firecracker, it is possible to deploy multiple instances for the participants to exercise, 

giving them the opportunity to interact with their own isolated cyberspace. The 

isolation capabilities along with the performance evaluation, benefits and drawbacks of 

each approach are presented in detail in the next section. 

3.1 Evaluation of Popular Virtualization and Containerization Techniques 

The purpose of this evaluation was to discover the performance capabilities and 

measure the total overhead of each of the existing techniques and to deploy various 

approaches for analyzing the benefits and drawbacks. In Table 1 the compatibility 

capabilities and the option to deploy a system or service inside a service are presented.  

Table 1. Capabilities for executing containerization and virtualization techniques   

 KVM Docker Docker Compose Firecracker   W7-10 

KVM ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

DinD  ✔ ✔  ✔   

Docker ✔     

Firecracker ✔ ✔ ✔   

RancherVM ✔ ✔ ✔         ✔(W7) 

For example, it is possible to execute a KVM inside a KVM, a docker inside a KVM, 

the ability to run multi-container Docker applications (docker compose) inside a KVM, 

running Firecracker inside a KVM and finally to test deployment options for Windows 

services. The above cases investigate the current deployment possibilities in response 

to RQ1 mentioned in Section 1 and the benefits as well as the challenges and drawbacks 

are described further below (Table 1, Table 2). In our tests, we discovered quite a few 

compatibility issues regarding Windows hosts, and we also included RancherVM in 

our tests as another solution for creating virtual images with less overhead and 

 
12  https://github.com/weaveworks/ignite/ 
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successfully run Windows 7 machines using KVM. Our efforts for creating a Windows 

10 machine for using in RancherVM was not successful and might require more effort 

to proceed with this approach. The approach of using RancherVM is included in Table 

2, however we excluded the results from the evaluation considering the deployment 

issues we had for executing properly the evaluation tests for RancherVM (we could not 

deploy Windows10 hosts). An approximately summary of the performed tests is 

presented in terms of the total overhead, compatibility, performance, isolation 

capabilities and scalability per approach (Table 2) derived from the extracted metrics 

described below. The main benefits are in terms of scalability from using docker 

containers or firecracker and the color highlights and describes the benefits and 

drawbacks for each of the selected approaches. For conducting the evaluation tests, a 

native Linux system was used (Fedora Workstation 32) and a computer system that 

contained an i7-9750H CPU with 24GB DDR4 RAM memory and 1TB NVME-SSD 

hard disk. 

Table 2. Summary matrix for benefits and drawbacks for each of the approaches 

Benefits KVM Docker Firecracker Rancer.VM Indices  

Less Overhead     0-20% ▄ 

Compatibility 20-40% ▄ 

Performance 40-60% ▄ 

Isolation 60-80% ▄ 

Scalability 80-100% ▄ 

In all our tests we ensured that all the other applications were closed, and no additional 

overhead was added except for the main system services. For the evaluation tests of the 

Linux hosts/services we used Sysbench13 for the memory tests and Stress-ng14 for 

testing the Control Process Unit (CPU) and collecting disk cache input/output (I/O) 

benchmarks. For the Windows system hosts we used Novabench15. The details of the 

system tests are presented in Fig. 4 considering the following benchmarks: 

1. CPU: CPU performance tests using the Stress-ng for each different 

technology. Rating is considered as the number of iterations of the CPU 

stressor during the run for 20seconds. 

2. I/O – Hard disk: Performance test using Stress-ng related to the disk’s cache 

measuring the input/output operations per second. Rating is considered as the 

number of iterations of the disk cache stressor during the run for 20seconds. 

3. RAM memory: Effective RAM performance by calculating the writing speed 

(Mega Bytes per second – MB/s). 

 
13  https://github.com/akopytov/sysbench/ 
14  https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Kernel/Reference/stress-ng/ 
15  https://novabench.com/ 
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The evaluation metrics of course depend on the main system resources and our purpose 

was to compare the difference between the used technologies. The results from the 

performance evaluation and benchmarks are presented in Fig. 4. Taken the above into 

consideration the results from the performance evaluation present that docker 

containers maintain low overhead, mainly in terms of I/O – disk cache writing and 

reading speeds (Fig. 4) in response to RQ2 (Section 1). Furthermore, we have also 

investigated the total overhead in terms of both the used hard disk space and memory 

size for deploying the vulnerable systems or services. 

 

Fig. 4. Performance evaluation for the selected approaches 

Results from the performance evaluation for WebGoat (a popular vulnerable web 

application for using in cybersecurity exercises), running in a Docker container instead 

of a KVM, are presented in Fig. 5. It is important to mention that the I/O hard disk 

latency can significantly affect the total performance. 

 

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation for WebGoat 

After deploying 10 different docker containers of WebGoat, it was concluded that only 

931MB of the system’s memory was used (398MB for deploying all the containers) 

instead of 12GB system memory that WebGoat required running as a virtual machine.  

 

Fig. 6. Performance evaluation of Windows Hosts 
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The total disk space that WebGoat required was 1.2GB, while the disk space required 

for deploying it as a docker was 533MB for the docker image and 398MB for each 

container. The deployed containers required no additional disk space after deploying 

the first container unless further changes to the container files are applied. Therefore, 

the total disk space required for deploying the services is significantly reduced. 

Furthermore, every docker container has a separate IP and therefore each participant is 

able to conduct an isolated and independent assessment to the potential vulnerable 

service or system. In Fig. 6 the results from the results from the performance evaluation 

for Windows hosts are presented, using KVM and also the deployment of a windows 

hosts running on KVM in a docker container. 

 

Fig. 7. KVM running in two different docker containers 

As presented in Fig. 7 each one of the deployed containers are managing KVM and 

include 3 already deployed virtual machines. The drawbacks from the deployments 

using containerization include various security risks that could allow the participants to 

take over the host Windows hosts currently cannot be deployed using containers, but 

only using KVM or similar virtualization technologies. Therefore, the total overhead in 

terms of disk space, RAM and CPU is difficult to be reduced when it is required to 

deploy a large number of windows hosts. 

 

Fig. 8. The running docker container that include KVM and docker in a docker capabilities 

The overhead for the docker container that runs the KVM service is affordable in 

comparison with the direct KVM deployment. A solution for the compatibility issues 
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of Windows hosts is to use Image2Docker16 to containerize some of the workloads 

migrating Windows apps out of virtual machines. However, such approaches are not 

considered in this research paper. In summary and responding to RQ1, RQ2 it seems 

that both virtualization technologies and containerization technologies hold both 

benefits and drawback as presented in this section. However, scalability capabilities 

which docker containers have makes the choice for our deployment more appropriate. 

However, the usage of KVM is not excluded but we decided to include KVM inside a 

docker container for creating unique cyberspaces which are running on different 

containers that include KVM mostly for running Windows hosts. 

3.2 Sandboxing for Monitoring the Participants’ Actions 

A sandbox, in general terms, is a testing environment which allows the validation of 

code, services, or software components before migrating to the production 

environment. In malware analysis it is important to dynamically execute auditing and 

monitoring processes in the virtual system Sandboxing is frequently used in 

cybersecurity to perform deep analysis of evasive and unknown threats. The hidden 

behavior of the potential malware is revealed using automated dynamic analysis or by 

testing the code manually. Fig. 9 represents the process of the existing security 

solutions for conducting dynamic malware analysis. Malware could be difficult to 

detect using signature-based security solutions. Therefore, for conducting dynamic 

malware analysis, approaches such as Cuckoo sandbox and virtualization techniques 

such as KVM, VMWare17 or Virtualbox18 are used [21, 22]. 

 

Fig. 9. Existing sandbox approaches 

The process includes files that are sent for malware analysis to a sandbox which initiates 

a virtual machine for executing the file. After the execution of the file from the sandbox, 

 
16  https://github.com/docker-archive/communitytools-image2docker-win 
17  https://vmware.com/ 
18  https://virtualbox.org/ 
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screenshots are generated accordingly, and the system shuts down in case of malware 

infection. While the procedure is dynamic, the results and reports are static, solely 

focusing on the potential infected file. Therefore, such approaches do not include 

vulnerability assessments in cases where a vulnerable service is deployed that might 

not be malicious, however the deployed service could intentionally open specific 

vulnerabilities in the system (e.g. deploying an outdated apache server).  

 

Fig. 10. Dynamic and continuous system auditing using sandboxing 

Fig. 10 presents the possibility of conducting security auditing in systems not only for 

malware analysis but for overall monitoring the behavior of sandboxed systems. In our 

case we used Wazuh19, a host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS) for combining 

anomaly and signature-based technologies to detect intrusions, potential threats and 

behavioral anomalies triggered by the security events generated from the participants 

of the cybersecurity exercise. Our intention was to further extend the potential of 

dynamic analysis, using sandboxing to conduct security and auditing tests including 

procedures such as file integrity monitoring, vulnerability detection, regulatory 

compliance, among others. 

4 Towards a new model for Cyber Range deployment 

Containers, as discussed above, present a lot of benefits and new technologies such as 

Firecracker extend the possibilities for deploying systems or services requiring less 

effort and inducing less overhead. The performance evaluation presented in this paper 

supports this fact; however, the tests were not conducted in a stressful or overloaded 

network environment to provide more accurate metrics regarding the system responses. 

Security aspects and isolation capabilities should be tested as well to better define the 

security posture of the proposed deployments. RancherVM was not completely tested 

since some deployment issues were present which would result in having additional 

overhead and thus it was excluded from the evaluation metrics. However, admittedly, 

the existing approaches could be revised to include more options and capabilities during 

hands-on practices. Not only the performance issues and deployment options are mature 

enough, but the cybersecurity exercises could extend further to more reactive security 

 
19  https://wazuh.com/ 
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scenarios that include incident response and blue teaming. Furthermore, it is easier to 

deploy existing infrastructures and network topologies using both virtualization and 

containerization.  

 

Fig. 11. A Cyber Range deployment for educational purposes 

The benefits and drawbacks for each approach were presented in Section 3 and 

educators could use the options that fit better to their preferences. For example, the 

option to use Dockers inside a Docker could be easy deployed requiring less effort as 

it requires no further configurations and could be easily deployed in seconds. Not only 

this but the required hard disk size is reduced, and the facilitator could easier deploy 

more than one services or operating systems running in a docker container. A 

significant benefit from using containers instead of a virtual machine is the low 

overhead induced for the RAM size since virtual machines require a different kernel 

which requires a significant amount of memory (about 1GB for a modern Ubuntu 

distribution). Indeed, there are solutions which might reduce the total overhead even 

more, but currently the easier approach for mitigating such issues is using 

containerization. An approach towards this direction is presented in Fig. 11, presenting 

the possibility to replicate or sandbox entire systems deployed for educational and 

learning purposes. 

An important aspect of such approaches is that multiple complex systems and 

services could interact. Therefore, we present the case where the systems are interacting 

with each other and participants are invited to conduct security tests or red team 

assessments on a cyberspace instance that includes multiple components. The network 

topology is automatically deployed along with the used ports providing easier 

deployment. The agents are already deployed as presented in Fig. 12, reducing the 

required effort for the total deployment. Finally, as mentioned in Section 3.2 the 

monitoring process is used for collecting the progress from each participant.  
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Fig. 12. Monitored Virtual Systems and Docker containers 

As a result, the standard approaches for using CtF challenges as an assessment tool 

could be extended since we are able to actually monitor the participants’ actions and 

trigger events related to security rulesets, policies or to create custom rules that matches 

to the offensive actions. Being able to monitor the deployed assets the exercises could 

include more interactive elements, enabling attack and defense scenarios extending 

exercises focused also on blue teaming and incident response. The monitored assets 

could include docker containers, services or virtual systems (Fig. 12, Fig. 

13).Therefore, the total required effort decreases providing us the opportunity to deploy 

more complex security scenarios for conducting cybersecurity exercises. 

 

Fig. 13. Capability to monitor specific docker containers 
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In this research paper we tested the capabilities to host and deploy the proposed 

approach and we successfully deployed the manager for monitoring, Webgoat and 

DVWA for having a hands-on lab ready for replication. The Dockerfile retrieves and 

deploy all the required images for the cybersecurity exercises. The APIs for executing 

the security scenarios and to enhance automation for deploying labs according to 

specific learning goals is still under research. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper discusses the potential benefits of using containerization instead of 

virtualization technologies to deploy cyberspaces for maintaining cybersecurity 

exercises. In response to our research questions mentioned in Section 1, we discovered 

the various features that containerization and MicroVΜs provide, in contrary to 

virtualization technologies (RQ1). More specifically, docker containers include a lot of 

benefits and more specifically the reduced overhead and of the required system 

resources, however specific security issues apply. In response to RQ2, we concluded 

that by using containerization techniques or MicroVMs, the overall overhead is reduced 

in comparison with the traditional virtualization technologies. More specifically, a 

significant reduction in terms of the used memory and amount of disk was observed, 

among other performance benefits. Towards this direction, we created a docker image 

that contained multiple docker containers for the facilitators or educators to deploy 

Cyber Ranges. The results confirm that the total overhead is decreased, and that the 

total management is easier for creating and deploying cybersecurity hands-on labs. 

Future work includes the creation or alignment of the rulesets that will apply for 

monitoring the participants’ progress by collecting security events that triggered from 

their offensive tasks. Furthermore, specific cybersecurity exercises need to be deployed 

for further testing the appropriateness of our proposal. Extended research will be carried 

on deploying specific Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) using docker 

containers. Finally, the connection to the National Initiative for Cybersecurity 

Education (NICE) from NIST is in scope of our future research as well as the revision 

of the existing cybersecurity exercises to align with our approach. Towards this 

direction we intend to further investigate the existing taxonomies that might help 

identifying the learning impact during the exercises. 
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